Cato SASE Cloud
The Future SASE – Today and Tomorrow

Gartner recently published its
“2021 strategic roadmap for SASE convergence.”
In it, Gartner outlines the current state of SASE
solutions, a roadmap for customers to adopt
SASE, and the desired future of SASE solutions
to support that roadmap. Gartner indicates that
“SASE is a pragmatic and compelling model that
can be partially and fully implemented today.”
This document is Cato’s perspective on Gartner
“2021 strategic roadmap for SASE convergence.”
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SASE Customer Roadmap:
2021 and Beyond
SASE Market Is Driven By an Architectural Transformation
SASE was created as a framework for secure and optimal access to applications. The agile
nature of the access context including the identity, device, network, application, and data
requires an equally agile platform to deliver secure and optimal access available to everyone
and everywhere. Simply put, a move from a product-based to service-based architecture.
Gartner sees a need for customers to change their network security architecture. Gartner
states that “Perimeter-based approaches to securing anywhere, anytime access has
resulted in a patchwork of vendors, policies, and consoles creating complexity for security
administrators and users.” Therefore, “To protect anywhere, anytime access to digital
capabilities, security must become software-defined and cloud-delivered, forcing changes
in security architecture and vendor selection.”

SASE Has Both Security and Networking Catalysts
Gartner recognizes that the path to SASE is not trivial. They identify several catalysts to a
SASE project. Gartner states that “Enterprises that consider existing skill sets, vendors, and
products and timing of hardware refresh cycles as migration factors will reduce their secure
access service edge (SASE) adoption time frame by half.” Additional catalysts include
“Branch office transformation projects (including software-defined WAN [SD-WAN], MPLS
offload, internet-only branch and associated cost savings) are increasingly part of the SASE
project scope.”

SASE Projects Should Be Deployed Gradually
Initially, Gartner sees gradual deployment of SASE across use cases (ZTNA first), limited
vendor consolidation (VPN, SWG, CASB), and leveraging network transformation (MPLS
offload). Longer term, customers should reduce their vendor footprint to one or two,
deploy full ZTNA for all users everywhere, gain total control of traffic and data storage for
compliance, and create a unified networking and security IT team around the SASE platform.
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The Current and Future
State of SASE Platforms
Gartner looks at the state of SASE offerings as a whole. It identifies a current state where
vendor architectures and capabilities are either inadequate or incomplete in delivering SASE,
and a future state that will deliver on the SASE promise. We will look into the gaps Gartner
sees between current SASE and future SASE in more details, but we want to first introduce a
key observation we have on their analysis overall.

SASE Architecture vs. SASE Capabilities
SASE has two core parts: the architecture and the capabilities. To get the benefits of SASE
you must have the right architecture and then you can choose the capabilities that fit your
particular situation. Having the right architecture allows vendors to add capabilities while
maintaining the “SASE way” of delivering these capabilities. Many vendors have built a large
portfolio from acquisitions of non-integrated products. They can “check all the boxes,” and
they could have done it a long time ago, but this will not amount to a true SASE architecture
and will likely miss the goal of doing SASE in the first place.
As the only SASE platform built from the ground up according to the SASE architectural
principles, Cato has the right platform to deliver SASE – today and tomorrow. We run an
aggressive roadmap, based on customer feedback, to add the capabilities we are missing.
Because we have the right architecture, customers can be assured that all capabilities will
have the same converged, global, elastic, and resilient attributes of the Cato SASE Cloud
coupled with a single pane of glass management. Cato will never allow fragmentation of its
SASE platform.
In summary, it is much easier to add capabilities to the right architecture, than it is to retrofit
an architecture to consistently deliver these capabilities.
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Current vs Future of SASE Architecture and Capabilities
Current SASE

Future SASE
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About Cato Networks
Cato is the world’s first SASE platform, converging SD-WAN and network security into a global, cloudnative service. Cato optimizes and secures application access for all users and locations, including
branch offices, mobile users, and cloud datacenters, and allows enterprises to manage all of them with
a single management console with comprehensive network visibility. Cato’s SASE platform has all the
advantages of cloud-native architectures, including infinite scalability, elasticity, global reach and low
total cost of ownership.
Connecting locations to the Cato cloud is as simple as plugging in a preconfigured Cato socket
appliance, which connects to the nearest of Cato’s more than 60 globally dispersed points of presence
(PoPs). Mobile users connect to the same PoPs from any mobile device via a simple piece of software
that is easy to install and use. With Cato, new locations or users can be up and running in hours or even
minutes, rather than days or weeks.
At the local PoP, Cato provides an onramp to its high-performance global private backbone and security
services. Cato monitors traffic and selects the optimum path for each packet across the backbone
for performance that is as good or better than legacy MPLS. Since mobile users run across the same
backbone as all other resources, the remote access experience is no different from working at the office.
With Cato, customers can easily migrate from MPLS to SD-WAN, optimize global connectivity to
on-premises and cloud applications, enable secure branch office Internet access everywhere, and
seamlessly integrate cloud datacenters and mobile users into a high-speed network with a zero trust
architecture. Whether its mergers and acquisitions, global expansion, rapid deployments, or cloud
migration, with Cato, the network and your business are ready for whatever is next in your digital
transformation journey.
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